For example, a chapter about learning the meaning of touch in nursing was a quite extraordinary obscuration of a vital element in the clinician's repertoire; I do hope that the remoteness of the writing does not reflect the nurse teacher's actual approach to touching or teaching. The physician reflects on a difficult clinical experience, which is wrought through with interprofessional and interpersonal problems. Though more sharply written and less overly analytical than most of the other chapters, it seemed to lose its way as a vehicle for the development of the reader. I certainly spend much time and effort exploring in my own mind such difficult issues as are analysed by these authors, and regard this as an important part of my professional development. However, I do not feel that describing in detail my experience of doing it would offer any more than these do; a few words on the importance of such reflection, and simple guidance as to how to approach it, would seem more likely to help the average clinician.
The early theory-based chapters make much of the supposed polarity between the 'theoretical rational' and the 'professional artistry' approach to professionalism. I initially conceded that this might be useful from an analytical viewpoint, but by the end I judged that this was a false and unhelpful polarization of two complementary aspects to my clinical practice and that of many other 'holistic' clinicians. Sadly I cannot recommend this book. , 1950-1954) . When it was first published in 1543 its Latin text guaranteed accessibility to an international medical and scientific audience educated to read and write in Latin. The situation is very different today. Book 1: The Bones and Cartilages, the first instalment of a project to publish a complete translation of Vesalius's Fabrica, offers an English-language version of what was the first modern encyclopaedic study of osteology. It comprises one quarter, or 100 000, of the roughly 400 000 words that make up the entire Fabrica. Only 1500 copies of this new translation have been printed, together with 26 special volumes bound in Nigerian goatskin. The book itself weighs 51b and contains 416 pages and 73 illustrations. Some critics such as Roth have suggested that the glowing strength of the original work lay in its illustrations (no matter who made them) rather than in the text that Vesalius wove about them. Whatever the truth of this, Vesalius broke the stranglehold in which the writings of Galen had gripped anatomical research for the previous twelve centuries, turning researchers back to the prime source, the human body itself. When Vesalius was studying in Paris in the Cemetery of the Innocents, he was able to identify the various bones of the body even when blindfolded.
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The first 62 pages of Book I contain historical, translators' and anatomists' prefaces, notes to the reader, an author's preface, publisher's notes to the reader and a letter to Johannes Oporinus (Vesalius's dear friend who was Professor of Greek Literature at Basel University). There are forty chapters on bones and cartilages including translators' notes at the end of each chapter.
This masterpiece in osteology is aimed at university reference libraries and scholars interested in Vesalius. Dr Richardson and Professor Carman are to be congratulated on their achievement in providing an accessible translation of what Osler described as 'a monumental human effort, one of the greatest in the history of our profession'.
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